
Rogan Apologizes For Using Racial Slur As Spotify Removes 113 ‘JRE’ Episodes
With No Explanation

Description

USA:  Amid all this ‘tempest in a teapot’, one person has some clarifying thoughts for all those 
@lizzie363 offers this suggestion to Spotify CEO Daniel Ek:

Take back control.

Tell employees on Monday: “we can get rid of Rogan by Friday, but with Rogan goes 
50% of our workforce.”

“Go back to your divisions and decide among yourselves who is getting dismissed and who
is staying.”

“I want the names by Thursday.”

Will Ek have the cohones to stand up to the mob?

*  *  *

Update (1030ET): While the tsunami of piler-on’rs grows – because what is more virtuous that
signaling your disdain for someone that dares to think for themselves – there is also a gathering storm
of support for Rogan and what his podcast stands for…

for…

 

Nobody is offended by anything @joerogan said. Nobody is hurt. Nobody is a victim. They
went digging for the “offensive” comments. They’re happy to have found them. That’s why
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https://twitter.com/lizzie363/status/1490376641033371648?s=20&t=cr6z8Thu_q-o08C5LVrycA
https://twitter.com/joerogan?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


these damned vultures deserve a middle finger, not an apology. Rogan owes them nothing
but contempt.

— Matt Walsh (@MattWalshBlog) February 5, 2022

Unfortunately for both Spotify and Joe Rogan, the controversy surrounding ‘the Joe Rogan Experience’
isn’t over yet. In fact, it looks like it’s metastasizing, now that one of the artists who pulled her music
from the platform in recent days has managed to ‘change the conversation’ to the “problematic” use of
‘the n-word’ in some episodes of the show.

So far, Spotify has removed at least 113 episodes, according to a running count by JRE Missing, a
website dedicated to monitoring how many episodes of the show are no longer available on the
service.  Some of the episodes were removed months ago, but the biggest purge has taken place
since Friday. The show has been exclusively available on Spotify for about a year.

At the same time, Rogan has published another frank apology video, this one in response to a 
super clip shared by grammy-winning soul musician India Arie of him saying ‘the n-word’.
Rogan said he’s “making this video to talk about the most regretful and shameful thing I’ve ever had to
talk about publicly.”

Rogan clarified that he hasn’t said the word at all ‘in years’, before explaining that when the word would
come up in discussion, that he would say the full word instead of saying ‘the n-word’, and that, given
this context, the audience would be understanding.

He went on to explain that he has since changed his mind, and now agrees that a white person
shouldn’t say the word at all, even in context.

It’s not clear how many of the episodes removed by Spotify actually feature Rogan saying the word, or
one of his guests (which, depending on the race of the guest, might be deemed acceptable by some).
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https://twitter.com/MattWalshBlog/status/1490062833844948996?ref_src=twsrc^tfw
https://www.zerohedge.com/s3/files/inline-images/JRE.jpg?itok=svO5urSX
https://jremissing.com/
https://www.zerohedge.com/political/thank-you-haters-joe-rogan-breaks-silence-spotify-controversy-rejects-disinformation
https://publish.twitter.com/?hideConversation=on&query=https://twitter.com/patriottakes/status/1487805512561266688&widget=Tweet


The show is nearing its 1,775 episode, and has been running since 2009.

Neither Rogan nor Spotify has released a statement nor given an explanation for why any of the
episodes have been removed, according to the New York Times.Both the NYT and other news outlets
like Engadget have reported that the company’s reasoning for removing the episodes is unclear.

Rogan ended his statement by saying he hopes this instance is a “teachable moment” to others 
and offering his “sincerest deepest apologies.” 

Spotify’s new content guidelines prohibit “dangerous” content that “advocates or glorifies serious
physical harm towards an individual or group”. But nowhere does it specifically mention ‘the n-word’ or
any other racial slurs (although it does prohibit content that “glorifies” breaking the law – but isn’t that
what 99% of hip hop music is?)

 

by Tyler Durden
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https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/05/arts/music/joe-rogan-spotify-apology-slur.html?smid=tw-nytimes&smtyp=cur
https://www.engadget.com/spotify-deletes-joe-rogan-experience-episodes-112104415.html
https://newsroom.spotify.com/2022-01-30/spotify-platform-rules/

